
TUITION ASSIGNMENTS

Interested to join us as a tutor? Refer to our available tuition assignment webpage for a list of all available assignments.
Sign up to our mailing list too.

Interested to join us, like our Facebook Page to get the tuition assignments posted directly on your Facebook
Wall! We assure you that joining our tuition agency will prove to be a very smart move towards a secure and
bright career! If the location, price and other factors are as per your choice you can apply to them. Subjects for
Home Tuition Services Levels. The older girl is in an independent school. Get your profile created and enable
us to assist pairing you with the students, who require your services. Your earning potential is unlimited as we
proffer access to hundreds of students who are in dire need of your expertise. Thus, it is considered as one of
the noblest pursuits all across the globe. Madam Chionh, a housewife, says: "What kind of values are we
teaching our kids? If you still receive any calls or messages from Star Tutors after unsubscribing, please
kindly contact us at  Championtutor proffer you complete freedom to specialize in the particular area of
teaching. Says Mr Ong: "It's nothing illegal. By registering with Star Tutors, you have given the Star Tutors
network explicit consent to contact you through various electronic media, including Whatsapp, calling, and
sms, etc. The New Paper on Sunday polled 80 parents outside some elite tuition centres and found that nearly
half had hired or will hire such tutors. Her number is or  Aside from the academic classes, her daughters also
has ballet, piano and art classes. Fill up the Home Tutor Application form now. However, the client is
responsible for paying the fee for the number of lessons given prior to termination Star Tutors will discuss
separately with the client and the tutor regarding future tuition arrangements, and Star Tutors will change the
tutor for the client. Championtutor proffer you complete freedom to specialize in the particular area of
teaching. Madam Tan says: "They will finish whatever homework that is left while he goes to bed. And this
profession has become more stable and secure in terms of employment. Says the English head of department:
"It came as a shock when I first heard about. But, we make sure that you can set a dependable schedule with
number of students and hours of your choice. You have not taught unless someone has learnt. The tutor shall
collect all fees due to the tutor from any student or parent after the first two weeks. Payment was dragged until
January , and then parent went missing for 1 month. If you feel that you are potent enough to mold the
students of today into successful men and women of future, then Championtutor provides you an opportunity
to work as a home tutor. That it's okay to 'delegate' your work? We help you to gain employment with a
number of students as you feel comfortable with to fit into your schedule. We hold no responsibility or
liability for problems, unhappiness, or disputes that are a result of the tutor or client.


